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[1] This paper presents the development and first applications of the Plot Soil Erosion

Model 2D (PSEM_2D). Infiltration is computed using a Green and Ampt model, overland
flow is computed using the depth-averaged two-dimensional unsteady flow equations
(Saint Venant equations), and soil erosion is computed by combining the equation of mass
conservation of sediment and a detachment-transport coupling model for erosion by
runoff. A shear stress approach is used to determine the transport capacity. The formation
of a covering cohesionless layer as a result of depositing sediment and action of
rainfall impact before runoff is considered. The erosion processes involved are rainfall and
runoff detachment of original soil, rainfall redetachment, and overland flow entrainment of
sediment from the deposited layer, and deposition. The model uses a single
representative particle size. Complex rainfall events on natural slopes can be simulated.
The accuracy of the predictions for erosion of planar surfaces is tested by comparison with
observed data obtained from experiments and with an analytical solution. Good
agreement between the calculated results and measured data was found. A sensitivity
analysis was also performed. Limitations related to the description of overland flow on
plane soil surface are pointed out. Finally, an application to a nonplanar natural surface of
75 m2 illustrated the distribution of erosion and sedimentation over the plot.
Citation: Nord, G., and M. Esteves (2005), PSEM_2D: A physically based model of erosion processes at the plot scale, Water Resour.
Res., 41, W08407, doi:10.1029/2004WR003690.

1. Introduction
[2] Erosion of topsoil by rain and runoff threatens food
productivity and water quality. The intensification of productivity for the last 50 years has caused degradation of
cropland topsoil. Soil erosion does not only affect crop
productivity but also induces many off-site environmental
impacts such as pollution of surface water associated with
the transport of fine sediment.
[3] Because of the great range of types of soil and their
physical properties erosion modeling has been rapidly
necessary to estimate soil loss and to better understand
erosion processes. Empirical models were developed using
large body of data. The universal soil loss equation (USLE)
presented by Wischmeier and Smith [1978] and then
modified by Renard et al. [1994] has been historically the
more widely used model of soil erosion at the field
scale. However empirical models do not describe erosion
processes and parameters involved are not directly measurable in situ. At the same time there has been an attempt to
model rainfall erosion using physical principles. Early on,
Ellison [1947] proposed to divide erosion into four subprocesses: detachment by raindrop impact, transport by rain
splash, detachment by flow and transport by surface flow.
This description of the processes has been widely used in
erosion modeling. Meyer and Wischmeier [1969] introduced
the ‘‘rate-limiting’’ concept meaning that sediment delivery
Copyright 2005 by the American Geophysical Union.
0043-1397/05/2004WR003690

is limited by either the detachment rate or the transport
capacity of the flow depending on which has a lower value.
Foster and Meyer [1972] used this concept and proposed a
first-order detachment and transport coupling model for rill
flow. The detachment rate is a linear function of the
difference between the transport capacity and the actual
sediment load. On the basis of the work of Foster and
Meyer [1972] and Foster [1982], Foster et al. [1995]
defined in WEPP the source term for erosion as the sum
of a rill erosion rate and a delivery rate of sediment from
interrill areas related to the detachment of sediment by
rainfall impact. Other models such as KINEROS [Woolhiser
et al., 1990] and EUROSEM [Morgan et al., 1998] use this
explicit distinction between rill and interrill source term of
sediment.
[4] Hairsine and Rose [1991] proposed another approach
based on the concept of simultaneous erosion and deposition processes. Deposition is responsible for the formation
of a cohesionless layer from which sediment can be
removed again. [Hairsine and Rose, 1992a, 1992b] distinguished the detachment of previously uneroded soil due to
rainfall impact and overland flow from the redetachment
and reentrainment of sediment particles from the deposited
layer. Hairsine and Rose [1992a] defined two common
erosion situations referred to as rainfall driven erosion and
flow driven erosion depending on whether the stream power
exceeds a threshold value or not. Soil and eroded sediment
are represented using a large number of size classes.
[5] A common shortcoming to these models of erosion is
that the hillslope is represented by a planar land surface.
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However overland flow over a natural hillslope does not
take the form of a film of uniform depth. Overland flow
channelizes rapidly after a few meters and two types of
regions appear. Interrill areas are extensive and characterized by very low flow depth, less than 1cm [Hairsine and
Rose, 1991]. They are located between the rills and contribute therefore to flow into rills. Rills are small, ephemeral
concentrated flow paths which function as both sediment
source and sediment delivery systems for erosion on hillslopes. They are typically of the order of a centimeter, and
slopes may be quite steep [Nearing et al., 1997]. The spatial
and temporal distribution of overland flow is of major
importance to describe erosion at the plot and hillslope
scale. However knowledge of these space-time dynamics
remains poor. In the models mentioned above the morphological distinction between rill and interrill regions is rather
theoretical. Rills and interrill areas are considered separately.
Rills are represented by geometric parameters such as width
and spacing of rills. The development of PSEM_2D is an
attempt to improve the prediction of runoff hydraulics and
soil erosion and model the interaction of hydraulic and
sediment transport processes for non steady conditions in
two dimensions. This model does not distinguish explicitly
between rills and interrill areas. The same processes are
involved all over the plot, which is typically of the order of
100 square meters. It is microtopography and hydraulic
conditions that emphasize either the effects of rainfall or
those of overland flow. As a first step before further
development of the model a single representative particle
size is used although the studies of Sander et al. [1996],
Hairsine et al. [1999], Heilig et al. [2001], and Beuselinck
et al. [2002] demonstrate clearly the need for multisize class
depositional models. Here we present the model and its
evaluation over a plane surface and an illustration of its
capabilities to deal with a real topography plot.

2. Description of the Model
[6] PSEM_2D is a two-dimensional numerical model
which is based on an explicit finite difference scheme
coupling infiltration, overland flow and soil erosion processes for hillslopes. The model is designed to include
nonconstant rainstorm with time evolution of rainfall rates.
2.1. Shallow Water Equations and Approximations
[7] Overland flow is described by the depth-averaged
two-dimensional unsteady flow equations commonly referred to as the Saint Venant equations [Zhang and Cundy,
1989; Esteves et al., 2000]:
@ ðuhÞ @ ðvhÞ @h
þ
þ
¼ R  I ð x; yÞ
@x
@y
@t

ð1Þ



@u
@u
@u
@h
þu þv þg
þ Sfx  Sox ¼ 0
@t
@x
@y
@x

ð2Þ



@v
@v
@v
@h
þu þv þg
þ Sfy  Soy ¼ 0
@t
@x
@y
@y

ð3Þ

where h is the mean depth of flow, u and v the local depthaveraged velocities, R the rainfall intensity, I the rate of
infiltration, g the gravitational constant. Sox and Sfx and Soy
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and Sfy are the ground slopes and the friction slopes in the x
and y directions, respectively. The quantities appearing in all
the equations are defined in the notation list.
[8] Equation (1) is the standard conservation of mass for
water. Equations (2) and (3) are the momentum equations
for the flow for each of the planar coordinate directions x
and y. The friction slopes are approximated using the DarcyWeisbach equations. Infiltration is computed using a Green
and Ampt model. The model allows calculation of Hortonian
overland flow and infiltration during complex events. More
details about surface runoff processes, soil surface conditions
and infiltration are given by Esteves et al. [2000].
2.2. Mass Conservation of Sediment
[9] The mathematical basis for modeling of non equilibrium sediment transport requires a mass balance equation
for suspended sediment [Bennet, 1974; Woolhiser et al.,
1990]:

Drd
@ ðhcÞ @ ðuhcÞ @ ðvhcÞ
þ
þ
¼
@t
@x
@y

d

þ Drd

rd

þ Dfd
rs

d

þ Dfd

e


ð4Þ

and a mass conservation for the deposited layer of loose
sediment ld expressed in its most general form as
@ld
1
¼
Drd
rs
@t

rd

þ Dfd

e



ð5Þ

where c is the volumetric sediment concentration, rs the
sediment particle density, Drd_d the detachment rate of
sediment by rainfall from the soil, Drd_rd the redetachment
rate of sediment by rainfall from the deposited layer, Dfd_d
the detachment/deposition rate of sediment from the soil by
overland flow, Dfd_e the entrainment/deposition rate of
sediment from the deposited layer by overland flow.
[10] This description implies that both the soil and the
eroded fragments are represented by a median diameter.
Sediment sorting associated with erosion processes is not
possible. Moreover eroded sediment is transported as suspension only under the assumption that the velocity of
sediment is the same as the flow velocity [Bennet, 1974].
2.3. Erosion Processes Represented in the Model
[11] Different processes of rainfall erosion are involved in
the model. During a first phase where the shear stress of the
flow tf is lower than the critical shear stress of the particle
tc, we consider that rainfall has two major actions:
disaggregation of the soil surface and local redistribution
of sediment by splash. This phase includes the two modes
of transport referred to by Kinnell [1999] as ‘‘raindrop
detachment – splash transport’’ in the absence of runoff
and ‘‘raindrop detachment – raindrop-induced flow transport’’ that occurs when the flow shear stress is insufficient
to detach soil material and also insufficient to entrain loose
sediment from the deposited layer. The model does not
represent explicitly the transport of sediment by rain splash
or raindrop-induced flow. We assume that the bed elevation
does not change during this phase and that the sediment
concentration in flow remains zero but breakdown of
aggregates, raindrop impact, rain splash and subsequent
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Figure 1. Erosion processes when the flow shear stress is (a) below the critical shear stress of the
particle and (b) above the critical shear stress of the particle and (c) conceptualization of the layer of loose
sediment. Drd is the rate of disaggregation and redistribution of sediment by rain splash, Drd_d is the
sediment detachment rate from original soil by rainfall, Drd_rd is the sediment redetachment rate from the
deposited layer by rainfall, Dfd_d is the detachment/deposition rate of sediment from original soil by
runoff, and Dfd_e is the entrainment/deposition rate of sediment from the deposited layer by runoff.

deposition contribute to fill up the buffer layer ld with loose
sediment as shown in Figure 1a. This layer has different
strength characteristics compared to original soil. During
this phase equation (4) does not apply but the equation of
mass conservation of the deposited layer is required in a
form slightly different from that proposed in equation (5):
@ld
1
¼ ðDrd Þ
@t
rs

ð6Þ

where Drd is the rate of aggregate breakdown and rainfall
redistribution of sediment by splash.
[12] When the shear stress of the flow overcomes the
critical shear stress of the particle, the flow has a transport
capacity and is able to entrain sediment from the layer of
loose sediment. This phase referred to as raindrop detachment – flow transport by Kinnell [1999] and ‘‘rain-flow
transportation’’ by Moss et al. [1979] can explain an initial
peak of sediment concentration if the previous mechanisms
have produced a substantial layer of loose sediment. Therefore rainfall driven erosion which occurs when t < tc is not
neglected but only delayed in the model. Once all the
sediment from the buffer layer has been entrained a
higher-flow shear stress is necessary to detach particles
from original soil characterized by a critical shear stress

tsoil related to the soil shear strength [Leonard and Richard,
2004]. Kinnell [1999] names this process ‘‘flow detachment – flow transport.’’ Figure 1b illustrates the processes
involved during this phase. In these conditions equation (5)
applies and the mass conservation equation for the deposited layer is expressed as in equation (6) for the net erosion
case (Dfd_d and Dfd_e > 0) or as follows for the deposition
case (Dfd_d and Dfd_e < 0):
@ld
1
¼
Drd
@t
rs

rd

þ Dfd e þ Dfd

d



ð7Þ

[13] A shortcoming to this overall description could come
from the formulation of the shear stress acting on the bed.
No component due to rainfall impact that would increase the
turbulence of flow is taken into account as proposed by
Foster [1982]. Only the flow shear stress is considered:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


tf ¼
t2fx þ t2fy

ð8Þ

tfi ¼ grf hSfi

ð9Þ

where
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Indice i indicates that variables are calculated in both
directions x and y.
[14] Another point of discussion is the use of the critical
shear stress of a spherical particle tc as a threshold for
erosion mechanisms when a single representative particle
size is used. The expression of tc is given by Yang [1996]:


tc ¼ ds g rs  rf D50

2.4. Model of Soil Detachment by Rainfall
[15] The rainfall detachment and redetachment rates are
determined using a model developed by Li [1979]:
Detachment

Redetachment

Drd

d

Drd

¼ aRp 1 

rd

h
ð1  e Þ
zm

¼ ad Rp 1 

e = 1, there are only rainfall redetachment and flow
entrainment.
[16] A similar model is used to express the rate of
aggregate breakdown and rainfall redistribution of sediment
by splash Drd when the flow shear stress is lower than the
critical shear stress tc:

ð10Þ

where ds is the critical dimensionless shear stress of the
sediment set to 0.047 in this study as proposed by Tayfur
[2002], rf the water density, and D50 the median sediment
particle diameter. The critical shear stress tc which rules the
change between raindrop detachment – raindrop-induced
flow transport and raindrop detachment– flow transport
varies with size and density [Kinnell, 1999]. Therefore it is
clear that different processes may occur at the same time
depending on the type of particle considered. Using only a
median diameter the model is not able to represent such a
complexity. Further development will require representing
soil and eroded fragments using a multisize class model. At
this stage the use of a single representative particle size
allows to study in more details the validity of the equations
applied to describe the movement of particles over a natural
hillslope.

h
e
zm

ð11Þ

Drd ¼ aRp 1 

zm ¼ 3  2:23  R



Dfd

d



qs
ð1  e Þ
¼ Kr tf  tsoil 1 
Tc

ð16Þ

Entrainment

Dfd

e



qs
e
¼ K r tf  tc 1 
Tc

ð17Þ

where Kr is the flow erodibility parameter, Dfd_d and Dfd_e
are equal to zero when tf is inferior to tsoil and tc
respectively.
[18] When sediment load is greater than transport capacity, another expression is necessary to calculate the rates of
deposition [Foster et al., 1995]:
Dfd

ð12Þ

d

¼

ld
D50

e

jVf
ðTc  qs Þð1  eÞ
q

ð18Þ

jVf
ðTc  qs Þe
q

ð19Þ

¼

ð13Þ

zm is the maximum penetration depth of raindrop splash. a
is the rainfall erodibility for original soil and ad is the
rainfall erodibility for the deposited layer. Proffitt et al.
[1991] and Misra and Rose [1995] showed that ad was
greater than a by approximately two orders of magnitude.
The exponent p is set to 1.0 in this study according to the
results of Sharma et al. [1993]. The third term on the right
hand side of equations (11) and (12) represents the damping
effect of rainfall with increasing flow depth. e is
conceptualized as the percentage of a grid cell covered by
a deposited layer of depth the median particle diameter D50.
The volume of this layer is equal to the volume of a layer
with a depth equal to the loose soil depth ld which would be
spread over the whole grid cell as shown in Figure 1c.
Therefore e is calculated as
e¼

ð15Þ

Detachment

Dfd
0:182

h þ ld
zm

2.5. Model of Soil Detachment and Deposition
by Runoff
[17] When sediment load is less than sediment transport
capacity, the rates of runoff detachment and runoff
entrainment are calculated using the model of Foster et
al. [1995]:

where


W08407

ð14Þ

When e = 0, it means the only processes involved are
rainfall and flow detachment. On the other hand when

where j is a raindrop induced turbulence coefficient, Vf the
particle settling velocity, and q the flow discharge per unit
width in the flow direction. The value of the raindrop
induced turbulence coefficient j is assigned to 0.5 in this
study [Foster et al., 1995]. However recent research carried
out by Cochrane and Flanagan [2001] showed that j is
rather comprised between 0.02 and 0.2. The role of this
coefficient and more largely the mechanism of deposition
are still not well understood. The particle settling velocity
for the sediment Vf is derived from particle size and density,
assuming the particles have drag characteristics and
terminal fall velocities similar to those of spheres
[Woolhiser et al., 1990].
[19] It is questionable to use a discontinuous model for
Dfd_d and Dfd_e depending on whether the sediment load
is greater or lower than the transport capacity of flow.
However the objective of this model is above all to test
existing models of sediment transport over natural hillslopes. A version of the model based on the continuous
process of deposition proposed by Hairsine and Rose
[1991] is still under development and will be presented
later.
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2.6. Transport Capacity of the Flow
[20] Determination of the transport capacity is based on
the shear stress of the flow [Foster, 1982]:


Tc ¼ h tf  tc

each time step to account for changes in geometric conditions due to erosion or deposition:
ztþdt
¼ zti;j
i;j

k



ztþdt
i;j


t 
t 
ðDrd d Þti;j þðDrd rd Þti;j þ Dfd d i;j þ Dfd e i;j dt
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ zti;j 

2ﬃrﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
  2
rs
t
1  Soy i;j
1  ðSox Þti;j
ð24Þ

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

ﬃ

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
  2
t
and
1  Soy i;j
mean
The terms
1
that we use the projection of ld on the z axis which is the
axis perpendicular to the horizontal plane. Slopes in the x
and y directions are recalculated after elevations accounting
for the effects of changes in topography on hydrological and
erosion variables.
ðSox Þti;j

3. Numerical Methods
3.1. Procedure of Resolution and Schemes
[22] The hydrological equations and erosion equations
are solved independently within a time step since the
sediment concentrations are usually small enough that they
do not appreciably influence the mechanics of flow [Bennet,
1974]. Coupling of the erosion model to the numerical
solutions of the Saint Venant equations is made by calculation of bed elevation at the end of each time step as a
result of erosion or deposition. The numerical solution
presented provides simulation of unsteady water and sediment movement under a rainfall event over a complex
topography.
[23] The Saint Venant equations are solved at first using
the MacCormack scheme [MacCormak, 1969], a secondorder explicit finite difference scheme. The MacCormack
scheme is a two step process providing second-order
accuracy in both space and time without the need to
calculate second-order time derivatives. The application of
this scheme to the resolution of the Saint Venant equations
is given by Esteves et al. [2000].
[24] The mass balance equation for sediment is solved at
each time step after the resolution of the Saint Venant
equations using a second-order centered explicit finite
difference scheme. Concentration at (t + Dt) is calculated
using the values of h, u, v and c at time t:
@ci;j
@t

t

dt

ð21Þ

where

@ci;j
@t

ð23Þ

ð20Þ

where h is the coefficient of efficiency of sediment
transport, and k an exponent.
[21] When tf is lower than tc, the transport capacity Tc is
set to zero. The exponent k is taken as 1.5 in this study
according to the study of Finkner et al. [1989].

ctþdt
¼ cti;j þ
i;j
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Equation (22) is not implemented when the flow shear stress
is lower than the critical shear stress of particle.
[25] Variation of the depth of the deposited layer is
calculated at each time step using equations (5), (6) or
(7). Topographic elevations are reestimated at the end of

2

3.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions
[26] In the laboratory applications presented herein, the
shapes of the experimental plots are rectangles with three
nonporous walls and an open boundary at the outlet. We
used a uniform grid with two columns and one row (dummy
cells) added to the physical plane to model wall boundary
conditions (inward boundaries). Esteves et al. [2000] describe the benefits of the dummy cells for numerical
purposes. The depths on the dummy cells are set equal to
those of the adjacent inward boundaries. The flow velocities
of the dummy cells are set to zero in the two directions. In
the x direction the velocities are taken as zero along the both
lateral boundaries of the physical domain [Esteves et al.,
2000]. The concentrations of the dummy cells are set equal
to those of the cells located straight inward of the physical
boundary. This condition means that no mass of sediment
comes from outside the plot. No special condition is
imposed to the lateral and upstream boundaries. Since
depths and velocities at the outlet are not known, a special
treatment for the outlet is required. Equations (1) – (4)
are differentiated using forward differences. At that
boundary no condition is required because the flow is
supercritical.
[27] Experimental data against which the model was to be
tested correspond to rain starting to fall on a dry soil
surface. This straightforwardly translates in terms of numerical conditions into depths, velocities and concentrations
all set equal to zero for each grid node. The model allows
entering an initial value of ld representing a layer of loose
sediment existing before the simulated rainfall event, this
layer being produced by a previous rainfall event.

4. Model Testing
4.1. Description of Experimental and Analytical Data
[28] In this section the performance of PSEM_2D is
evaluated. Because of a lack of experimental data the model
cannot be evaluated over non planar surfaces. For this
reason we propose to test the model over planar surfaces
using data from the literature. We use the experimental data
of Singer and Walker [1983] and Kilinc and Richardson
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Table 1. Predefined Parameters and Calibrated Parameters Obtained Using the Data of Singer and
Walker [1983] and Kilinc and Richardson [1973]a
Value
Parameter
D50
rs
rw
ld_initial
p
j
k
Crust thickness
Soil water content deficit
Saturated hydraulic conductivityb
Wetting front capillary pressure head
f
a
ad
Kr
tsoil
h

Singer and
Walker

Kilinc and
Richardson

Predefined Parameters
2  105
2600
1000
0
1.0
0.5
1.5

3.5  104
2600
1000
0.2
1.0
0.5
1.5

m
kg m3
kg m3
m

0
0.2
2.1  107

m

Calibrated Parameters
0
0.2
3.25  106
5.2  106
0.006
0.25
0.0012
0.012
0.005
0.15
0.04

0.05
0.5
0.0015
0.015
0.024
0.3
0.023

Unit

m s1
m s1
m
kg m2 mm1
kg m2 mm1
s m1
Pa
m0.5 s2 kg0.5

a
Singer and Walker data are from a test with 50 mm h1 rainfall intensity, and Kilinc and Richardson data are
from a test with 20% slope and 93 mm h1 rainfall intensity.
b
The saturated hydraulic conductivity is calibrated again for the test with 100 mm h1 rainfall intensity.

[1973] and the analytical solution of Govindaraju and
Kavvas [1991]. As an illustration we show the ability of
PSEM_2D to run over non planar surfaces.
4.1.1. Experimental Data of Singer and Walker [1983]
[29] The experiment set up used by Singer and Walker
[1983] was a laboratory flume (3.0 by 0.55 m) of 9% slope
and a rainfall simulator. The soil was a fine sandy loam with
a clay content of 13.9% and a high amount of silt plus very
fine sand (59.2% in the range 2  106 – 1  104 m).
The median diameter D50 of the soil was 2  105 m. The
final soil surface was smooth and hard to the touch. Details of
the experimental conditions are given in the work of Singer
and Walker [1983]. The major control variable was rainfall
intensity. Bare soil surfaces were tested with two rainfall
intensities (50 and 100 mm h1).
[30] Each event was allowed to run for 30 min. Measurements of flow depths under rainfall and runoff was difficult,
but estimates made using small rods, driven vertically into
the bed, indicated that for events with 50 mm h1 rainfall,
flow depths were 1  103 – 2  103 m. No topographic
data were measured but the authors mentioned that no major
changes developed on the bed surface.
4.1.2. Experimental Data of Kilinc and Richardson
[1973]
[31] Kilinc and Richardson [1973] performed rainfall
simulations on a 1.52 m wide  4.58 m long flume with
an adjustable slope using commercial sprinklers on a 3 m
risers, placed 3 m apart along the sides of the flume. The
flume was filled with compacted sandy soil composed of
90% sand and 10% silt and clay. The soil had a nonuniform
size distribution with a median diameter of 3.5  104 m.
The soil surface was leveled and smoothed before each run.
The major controlled variables were rainfall intensity and

soil surface slope. Infiltration and erodibility of surface were
supposed constant.
[32] Slopes ranging from 5.7 to 40% were tested with
four rainfall intensities (32, 57, 93, and 117 mm h1).
Each run was 1 hour long. The details of the experiments
can be obtained from the work of Kilinc and Richardson
[1973].
[33] In terms of flow depth and microtopography no
data were collected. The authors reported that measurements taken by the point gauge with the idea of measuring depth of flow at different sections of the land surface
during rainfall proved unreliable, partly because of rainfall impact depressions and partly because of the movable
bed.
4.1.3. Analytical Solution of Govindaraju and Kavvas
[1991]
[34] Govindaraju et al. [1990] developed a physically
based hydrologic model for surface overland flow which
provides analytical solutions for temporal variations in
rainfall and infiltration. Later Govindaraju and Kavvas
[1991] coupled this model to the erosion model of Foster
and Meyer [1972] and developed an analytical solution for
the time space varying sediment discharges over steep
planar hillslopes.
4.2. Description of Input Parameters Needed to Run
the Model
[35] Only bare soil surfaces are represented at this stage
of development. No direct vegetation effects (interception,
roughness) are taken into account. The Darcy-Weisbach
friction factor f assumed constant over the rainfall event
can be entered as a distributed parameter. The ground slopes
in the x and y directions (Sox and Soy) have to be provided.
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Figure 2. Comparison of (a) numerical outflow discharge hydrographs and (b) numerical
sedimentographs obtained using PSEM_2D with the results of Govindaraju and Kavvas [1991] and
the experimentally observed results of Singer and Walker [1983].

Infiltration parameters needed to run the model are the
wetting front capillary pressure head, the saturated hydraulic conductivity, and the water content deficit of the soil.
The model is also able to account for a crust at the surface of
the soil. In this case the thickness and the saturated
hydraulic conductivity of the crust are needed. These input
parameters are required for each type of soil as well as a
map of spatial distribution of the soil types.

[36] To calculate soil erosion some parameters are needed
as single values: the density of water rf and sediment rs, the
median particle diameter of sediment D50, the coefficient of
efficiency of sediment transport h, the critical shear stress of
the soil tsoil, and the initial depth of the deposited layer
ld_initial. The other parameters that can be entered as spatial
distribution are the flow erodibility parameter Kr, the
rainfall erodibility coefficient for original soil a, the rainfall
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erodibility coefficient for the deposited layer ad, and the
elevation of the soil surface z.
[37] The results presented here do not address the effect
of spatial variability of rainfall and soil characteristics. The
model is restricted to the case where soil and roughness are
homogeneous within the physical domain.
4.3. Comparison of the Model With Observed Data
Collected by Singer and Walker [1983]
[38] We first compare the performance of the model with
results obtained from experiments conducted by Singer and
Walker [1983]. The soil surface is represented as a plane
element of 3.0 m long by 0.55 m wide using uniform grid
cells of 0.05 m by 0.05 m.
[39] Calibration is carried out manually using a test with
50 mm h1 rainfall intensity. The first step consists of
calibrating the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor and the
infiltration parameters, infiltration being computed using
the Green and Ampt model. The erosion parameters are then
determined. Some of them have been defined in the previous sections and others are calibrated as listed in Table 1.
The rainfall erodibility parameters derived by Sharma et al.
[1993] vary from 0.00012 to 0.015 kg m2 mm1. We
decide arbitrarily to give at ad a value 10 times greater than
a following the observations of Proffitt et al. [1991].
According to Foster et al. [1995], Kr ranges between 1 
105 and 4  103 s m1 for rangeland soil and between
0.002 and 0.05 s m1 for cropland soil. In this study the soil
can be considered as an agricultural soil since it was
disturbed when filling the flume. The value of tsoil is
estimated using the WEPP soil database [Foster et al.,
1995]. In the work of Finkner et al. [1989], h varies
between about 0.01 and 0.045 m0.5 s2 kg0.5. The calibrated
parameters are then employed to evaluate the model under
100 mm h1 rainfall intensity. An important point is that the
calibrated parameters overestimated the water discharge for
100 mm h1 rainfall intensity. We obtained a numerical
water discharge of 87 mm h1 instead of the averaged
78 mm h1 measured at steady state. Since the main
purpose of this study was to address the effect of rainfall
intensity variation on sediment concentration under a given
parameterization of erosion it was decided to evaluate again
the saturated hydraulic conductivity. We found a value of
5.2 mm h1. Figure 2 shows the comparison of numerical
outflow discharge hydrographs (Figure 2a) and numerical
sedimentographs (Figure 2b) obtained using PSEM_2D
with the analytical results of Govindaraju and Kavvas
[1991] and the experimentally observed results of Singer
and Walker [1983].
[40] These results show that PSEM_2D is capable of
reproducing observed values quite well. The agreement
between PSEM_2D and the results of Govindaraju and
Kavvas [1991] is reasonably good. The maximum flow
depth calculated at the end of the plane is 3  104 m
whereas the estimates made by Singer and Walker [1983]
were between 1  103 – 2  103 m. The model can
reproduce good hydrographs as shown in Figure 2a but
underestimates flow depths. The model reproduces the
increase of sediment load with the increase of rainfall
intensity as shown in Figure 2b. The model underestimates
the 100 mm h1 test during the first 5 minutes. Larger
rainfall erodibility could contribute to the formation of a
larger buffer layer before runoff and an initial peak of
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sediment concentration. Another point that can explain the
discrepancies between the results at steady state is the
determination of flow detachment capacity and sediment
transport capacity since the model also shows that the
contribution of runoff detachment to the sediment yield is
predominant under this parameterization compared to the
other processes.
4.4. Comparison of the Model With Observed Data
Collected by Kilinc and Richardson [1973]
[41] In this section we examine the response of the model
to changes in both rainfall intensity and slope steepness, two
factors affecting very much erosion processes. We use the
observed values of Kilinc and Richardson [1973]. Grid cells
are 0.05 m by 0.05 m. The comparison is limited to the
cases of 15, 20, and 30% slopes with rainfall intensity of
93 mm h1 and 117 mm h1. The selected runs correspond
to the runs chosen by Govindaraju and Kavvas [1991] to
validate their analytical solution for modeling erosion
processes over steep slopes. A calibration is first carried
out as described previously using the case of 20% slope
with 93 mm h1 rainfall intensity. The data available to
calibrate the model include the averaged water discharge at
steady state and the continuous sediment discharge at the
end of the flume. Because of the lack of topographic data
the soil surface is represented as a plane. The values of the
parameters are listed in Table 1. The water discharge
calculated at the outlet after 60 min of simulation using
these parameters is 1.144  104 m2 s1, about 6% inferior
to the averaged value measured at steady state.
[42] The sediment discharge observed at the outlet is
high. Its value at steady state is 0.022 kg m1 s1 with a
sediment concentration of 154.2 g L1. To reproduce this
level of erosion the soil has to be considered as a non
cohesive material which is not irrelevant as the D50 is in the
range of medium sand and the soil has been disturbed
during filling up of the flume. Therefore ld_initial is set to
0.2 m representing the thickness of the soil bed. The only
processes involved are therefore redetachment by rainfall
and flow entrainment. The value of the critical shear stress
of the soil is useless in this case.
[43] The calibrated parameters are then applied to the
cases of 15 and 30% slopes with 93 and 117 mm h1
rainfall intensity and the case of 20% slope with 117 mm h1
rainfall intensity. Using the calibrated parameters for
infiltration, the numerical water discharges at steady state
at the end of the plane are all inferior of about 5 to 9% to the
observed values. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the
numerical sediment discharges at the outlet of the flume
using PSEM_2D with the observed data of Kilinc and
Richardson [1973] and the results of Govindaraju and
Kavvas [1991].
[44] The model reproduces quite well the variations in
sediment discharge related to the changes in slope steepness
and rainfall intensity. The model does the best for the case
of 30% slope and 93 mm h1 rainfall intensity. Numerical
results overestimate observed data under 93 mm.h1 and
117 mm h1 rainfall intensities for the case of 15% slope.
On the other hand the model underestimates experimental
results under 117 mm h1 rainfall intensity for the cases of
20% of 30% slope. The discrepancies between numerical
results and observed data may be partly due to the lack of
data available to calibrate the hydrological parameters.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the numerical sediment discharges obtained using PSEM_2D with the
experimentally observed results of Kilinc and Richardson [1973] and the analytical results of
Govindaraju and Kavvas [1991]. (a) Rainfall intensity of 93 mm h1. Slopes are 15, 20, and 30%.
(b) Rainfall intensity of 117 mm h1. Slopes are 15, 20, and 30%.

Considering the high sediment discharges observed especially for steep slopes one can suppose that the flow
concentrated into rills instead of remaining as a uniform
sheet flow. Concentration of the flow into rills could have
led to higher-flow depths and greater shear stresses than
what gives uniform sheet flow. Therefore calibrated erosion
parameters can have been overestimated in order to com-

pensate for the low shear stress of flow. This compensation
may turn out to be insufficient when rainfall intensity and
then water discharge increase on steep slopes (20 and 30%).
On the over hand the compensation may appear excessive
on low slope (15%) even when rainfall intensity increases. It
is possible that for the case of 15% slope overland flow did
not concentrate into rills.
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Table 2. Ranges of Variation of the Parameters Tested in the Sensitivity Analysis
Symbol
D50
ld_initial
a
Kr
tsoil
h
ds
f

Description

Range

median particle diameter
loose soil depth at the beginning of the simulation
rainfall erodibility parameter for original soil
flow erodibility parameter
critical shear stress of original soil
coefficient of efficiency of sediment transport
critical dimensionless shear stress
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor

4.5. Sensitivity Analysis
[45] A sensitivity analysis was carried out to determine
how the variations of the parameters affect the mass sediment
concentration at the outlet of the plot (C in g L1). We focus
on the set of parameters calibrated with the data of Singer
and Walker [1983] and listed in Table 1. The ranges of
variations of these parameters are given in Table 2. Slope is
9% and rainfall intensity is 50 mm h1. The sensitivity
analysis consists of changing the value of one single
parameter at a time and remaining the others constant. We
compare the values of the sediment concentration with the
reference value obtained using the set of calibrated parameters. The steady state is obtained after 35 min of simulation. Therefore rainfall is applied during 35 min instead of
the 30 min simulation in the experiment of Singer and
Walker [1983]. The effects of the variations of ad are not
tested. When ld_initial = 0.010 m is entered rainfall redetachment and flow entrainment are involved instead of rainfall
detachment and flow detachment of the reference case. j is
not tested since there is no deposition in the conditions
tested. All the results are plotted in Figure 4.
[46] The most sensitive parameters are tsoil, Kr, and f. All
these parameters are related to runoff erosion which is the

6

Unit
4

1  10 – 5  10
0 – 0.01
1.2  104 – 1.5  102
1  105 – 5  102
0.05 – 0.3
0.01 – 0.05
0 – 0.1
0.25 – 1.0

m
m

2

kg m mm1
s m1
Pa
m0.5 kg0.5 s2

dominant process in these conditions. tsoil is a threshold
value of shear stress under which no detachment by flow
takes place. The greater Kr, the closer to the maximum value
defined by the transport capacity the sediment concentration
is. f is a factor accounting for roughness. When f rises the
flow depth rises too leading to an increase of the flow shear
stress and the flow detachment rate. When f is high, velocity
is lower and rill erosion should be less important. The
model does not reproduce this decrease of rill erosion with
roughness since there is no partitioning of the shear stress
into grain shear stress and form shear stress. tsoil is the most
sensitive parameter tested. A decrease of 33% of tsoil leads
to an increase of C of 100%. On the other hand an increase
of tsoil of about 100% stops the detachment of sediment by
the flow and brings the sediment concentration rapidly close
to zero. Kr and f are just a little bit less sensitive. An
increase of 100% of both Kr and f makes rise C of about
75%.
[47] The parameter related to rainfall erosion a is less
efficient to change the value of C. An increase of 500% of a
leads to an increase of less than 40% of C. Variations of C
with a are linear since the detachment rate is a linear
function of a and R as expressed in equations (11) and (12).

Figure 4. Variations in percentage of the mass sediment concentration at the outlet of the plot when
steady state is reached versus variations in percentage of each tested parameter, all the other parameters
keeping the calibrated value giving in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Computed variations of the soil surface elevations in meters at the end of the simulation (the
lines are the boundaries between the regions of net erosion and net deposition).
[48] The h and ds parameters are not very sensitive. The
major effect of the variation of h is a decrease of C of less
than 20%. Furthermore the range of variation of h is quite
tight. Outside this range the value of the sediment transport
capacity is not relevant. Concerning ds an increase of 400%
makes diminish C of 5%.
[49] In the conditions tested here D50 is not very sensitive. The main reason is that the model does not simulate
deposition over this plane element whereas deposition is a
highly selective process. The only selectivity that remains is
related to the process of entrainment by runoff. C takes the
value zero when the critical shear stress of the particle
overcomes the shear stress of the flow at the outlet.
[50] One can see that entering a value different of zero for
ld_initial produces a sediment concentration more than 200%
greater than the reference concentration. This shows the
efficiency of the rainfall redetachment and flow entrainment
processes.
4.6. Illustration of the Use of PSEM_2D Over a
Nonplanar Surface
[51] To illustrate the capacity of PSEM_2D to run over
natural surfaces the model is applied to the plot used by
Esteves et al. [2000]. The plot is 15 m long by 5 m wide. A
detailed topographic survey was made using a 0.2 m by
0.2 m grid. Average slopes are 0.0196 and 0.064 in the x
and y directions. No validation is possible since no measured data of sediment are available. As an example the
model is run using the parameters obtained after calibration
from the data of Singer and Walker [1983] for the case of
50 mm.h1 rainfall intensity (Table 1). The median diameter
is 2  105 m and the corresponding effective fall velocity
given by the model is 2.57  104 m s1. The interactions
of hydraulic and sediment transport processes over a natural

surface under a natural complex rainfall event are tested.
The simulation lasted for 135 min. The results show that the
model is capable to deal with complex rainfall events and
natural slopes.
[52] Figure 5 is a map of net erosion. It is calculated as
the difference between soil surface elevation at the end of
the simulation and before the rainfall event. Negative values
correspond to zones of net erosion and positive values to
zones of net deposition. The highest values of erosion are
located in a zone of steep slopes and concentrated overland
flow as seen in Figure 6. Deposition occurs in concave
zones where slope steepness reduces rapidly. The maximum
values of deposition are located just downstream the highest
values of erosion. The thickness of the deposited layer is
about 0.004 m. It is sufficient to divert runoff as shown in
Figure 6. One can see that runoff flows in a main rill located
on the right hand side of the plot, upstream the outlet, at the
beginning of the simulation. On the other hand, runoff flows
in two separated rills near the end of the simulation.
Therefore the model can handle changes of microtopography due to erosion. This example shows that the model is
capable of reproducing partly the dynamics of hydrological
and erosion processes on natural surfaces.

5. Conclusion
[53] The development of a physically based model for
overland flow and erosion at the plot scale has been
described. This model can be applied to natural slopes
and complex rainfall events at the plot scale. The model
includes a specific description of the role of cohesion and
the formulation of a layer of loose sediment. It divides the
erosive action of rainfall and overland flow between eroding
original soil and reintroducing sediment from the layer of
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Figure 6. (top) Computed flow depths at the beginning of the simulation. (bottom) Computed flow
depths close to the end of the hydrograph. The dimension for the flow depths is in meters.

loose sediment. The model uses a single-class particle size.
A numerical two-dimensional model combining the shallow
water equations and the Green and Ampt equation had been
developed by Esteves et al. [2000] to reproduce overland
flow production and transfer. The numerical scheme has
been completed to incorporate calculation of erosion. The
purpose of such modeling is to get a better understanding of
the effects of microtopography on the distribution of overland flow and the interactions between hydrological and

erosion processes. No data were available to validate the
model on natural slopes. The performance of the model was
thus tested on plane soil surfaces by comparing the numerical results with the observed data of Singer and Walker
[1983] and Kilinc and Richardson [1973] and the analytical
results of Govindaraju and Kavvas [1991] on the basis of
calibrated hydrological and erosion parameters. Good
agreement was found between the numerical results and
the measured data. It was emphasized that a good descrip-
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tion of the hydrological processes is necessary to well
calibrate the erosion parameters. This description should
consider the distribution of overland flow over the soil
surface.
[54] Although an illustration of the capability of the
model to run over non planar surfaces was presented
emphasizing the complex relationship existing between
overland flow and soil erosion, there is still a need to
evaluate the model over natural soil surfaces.

W08407

tf flow shear stress in the flow direction, Pa.
tc critical shear stress of a spherical sediment
particle, Pa.
tsoil critical shear stress of original soil, Pa.
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